
Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes

February 2023

ActiveM20.dll

6.4.148 01/04/2023 I2211036 When launched from Inventory transfer, ensure that inventory in 

Consignment locations is only selectable when the transfer line is also a 

Consignment location.

ActivityLog.ocx

6.4.37 02/13/2023 I2206283 Added validation to the Completion operation as well.

I2212137 Correct case change to ensure consistency across all related ActivityLog 

libraries.

AutomatedReports.exe

6.4.10 01/16/2023 I2301004 Corrected an issue introduced in the previous release of AutomatedReports 

regarding determining the next run time for hourly reports.

Commissions.dll

6.4.24 02/13/2023 I2207063 Corrected an issue that causes a sales rep's commissions to be ignored 

when an ampersand appears in the Sales Rep Code for config commissions 

on the output tab

Config.dll

6.4.201 01/19/2023 I2212237 Modified to use different temp table names when processing internally versus 

externally

DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.301 12/05/2022 I2210025 Update Workflow Secured Controls to match new forms type.

6.4.302 01/16/2023 I2209070 The "Add Items To Order" button on the DBOX Sell Items page is now a 

different button whether you are modifying an Estimate or Sales Order. 

When modifying/creating an Estimate it will say "Add Items To Quote" and on 

a Sales Order it will continue to say "Add Items To Order".

I2212226 Stripped a trailing slash from the ApiURL in AxisPreferences as a 

preventative action.

6.4.303 02/13/2023 I2209131 Added an Integrity Check to look for item master operations with no duration.

I2207226 Added a new record for JobCosting in the TransactionTypes table.

I2111152 Modified to support Integration Manager importing scrap percent with the bill 

of materials.

I1805105 Added a numeric control type for user-defined.

I2206114 Add new table, OwnerSubTypes, to track different owners within a singular 

OwnerType. Add ServiceOrderMaterial and Labour as OwnerSubTypes. Add 

new Creator fields to ReceivingDetails.

I2103095 Modified some Integrity Check queries and also added some synchronization 

queries.
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6.4.303 02/13/2023 I2205253 Added  a new core search query for the "Work Order Generator" (.NET 

version).

Added a new view to support the search query: 

WOGeneratorSelectedLinesTemp

I2209062 Add new Opportunity module, Opportunity Form search launch source, and 

new Opportunity Search profile node.

I2210100 Removed Foreign Key contraint on SalesOrderLotSerialInventory for 

ShippingDetailID and indexed ShippingDetailID on ShippingLotSerial table, 

dramatically improving delete for databases with large amounts of data in 

SalesOrderLotSerialInventory table.

I2211282 Modified a pair of secured controls records to work correctly with .Net forms.

I2210150 Changed integrity check solution to contact seradex for 'Inventory Present 

with non stock UOM'

I2210064 Corrected issue with integrity check “Financials - Prior year not closed in the 

past 9 months”, reporting a failure if the prior year was closed but the current 

date is 10 or more months from that last year end.

I2207176 Add integrity check for blank category Description short and a Integrity fixes 

to remove these records

I2206263 Added a new search launch source: "Shop Floor Execution Extra Search" for 

the Shop Floor Execution module to be able to run additional searches.

I2211288 Added Seradex.Win.WorkOrder.dll to the version dll list

I2210185  Added timestamp data field and other necessary fields including employee 

and user information for authentication in Dbox to the WebRequests table

I2212249 Adjusted DivisionalSellItems view to only return records if there is at least 

one active division setup in the data.

DayEndProc.dll

6.4.161 12/16/2022 I2212185 Corrected issue for Financials clients who split tax on the GL level between 

AR and AP.

6.4.162 02/13/2023 I2211058 Adjusted the Sage 50 UK AR Import to pass in the customer PO vs the line 

item description and only on the first line of a given invoice.

I2209215 Adjusted Sage 50 UK AR posting to handle AR credit notes.

I2210037 Corrected issue if the total number of unique tax authorities (with tax 

amounts) on a given document exceeds 10

I2208082 Corrected issue when using Actual vs Standard as your costing method,elect 

as well to include labour in your cost.

DBox Web Front End Components (WFE)

6.4.37 01/16/2023 I2208184 If a Sales Order has an SOStatus of cancelled (6) it will now show a 

message at the top of the page saying that it has been cancelled and can no 

longer be modified.

If a Sales Order Detail has an SOStatus of cancelled, or the header has an 

SOStatus of cancelled the line items that have been cancelled (or all) will no 

longer have the options to edit/delete them.
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6.4.37 01/16/2023 I2209070 The "Add Items To Order" button on the DBOX Sell Items page is now a 

different button whether you are modifying an Estimate or Sales Order. 

When modifying/creating an Estimate it will say "Add Items To Quote" and on 

a Sales Order it will continue to say "Add Items To Order".

I2209072 Modified the "Register" button on the login page to be a blue link, like the 

Forgot Password link, rather than trying to match the company theme, since 

blue is generally associated with being a link.

I2210033 Fixed an issue where the code would pop up a bunch of errors in the console 

when a custom column on the Sell Item search grid contained a null 

value/empty string.

I2210220 Added support to optionally have the Configure and Item/Add Item menu be 

always expanded on non-closed orders/quotes.

I2212201 Corrected an issue where Activities in DBOX would fail to save the linked 

transaction information.

I2301139 Fixed an issue where DBOX would try to load a deleted Estimate/Sales 

Order when cancelling configuration on a blank Estimate/SO.

I2201010 When the user clicks the back button in the Sell Items page (not the browser 

back button, the one in the). If the estimate/sales order has no lines it will 

delete the estimate/sales order.

Estimating.dll

6.4.196 02/13/2023 I2209043 The date created and modified are now read from the database to track 

changes in a multi-user environment.

EventAlert.exe

6.4.22 01/16/2023 I2301004 Corrected issues introduced in the previous release of EventAlert for loading 

alerts, and determining the next run time for hourly based alerts.

History.dll

6.4.48 02/13/2023 I2209062 Allow the Search form to be loaded against the Opportunity module from the 

Profile Bar.

IntegrityCheck.dll

6.4.25 02/13/2023 I2103095 Modified to dynamically set the system database for synchronization queries 

that link to it.

InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.118 12/09/2022 I2212113 Corrected issue with transfer generation for places such as Shop floor where 

unallocated invenory records are greater or equal to 1000 and allocation to 

the transfer lot serial is required.

6.4.119 01/05/2023 I2211036 Added Approval validation to ensure that all inventory selected through the 

Inventory Details form is in a location whose Consignment flag matches the 

related transfer line's location.
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6.4.120 02/13/2023 I2209293 Transfer generator/non conformance will load user defined data regardless 

of what is setup for the labels used in the transfer sub inventory form.  Plus 

adjusted the negative check to pay attention to details already marked as 

inventory updated to ensure they do not affect the negative check.

I2209108 No longer hide columns such as user defined upon initial load and prevent 

issues if transfer generator is reached from work order.

I2206356 Fix selecting a rack with an apostrophe in ItemsTransfer module

Invoice.dll

6.4.186 02/13/2023 I2211162 Invoice lines generated from miscellaneous shipping lines will now be 

generated with default values instead of NULL for the fields that would 

normally come from the sales order line.

I2207197 Added logic to prevent issues in case approval fails for whatever reason after 

the invoice is marked approved in the database but the rest of the approval 

logic did not complete.

I2301122 Added an additional call to determine if the DropShipment module is 

activated, so .Net calls will have this value accurately set.

ItemEditor.dll

6.4.159 02/13/2023 I2204200 Modified to not immediately update the work order line spec when dealing 

with a consolidated line with sub work orders and making BOM changes via 

the Batch BOM Change tool.

I2212071 UPC code generation now uses the genkey locking functionality to protect 

against multi-user generation issues.  Validation was added to ensure that no 

more codes can be generated once the limit has been reached.

I2209058 Sort item vendor history table by DateCreated DESC

JobCosting.dll

6.4.104 02/13/2023 I2209062 Allow the Opportunity form access to the Search tab, to load Opportunity 

specific searches.

I2201111 The type-ahead feature has been added to the estimate, sales order, and 

work order columns of the contract and change order grids in job costing.

I2207226 Implemented multi comments entry by owner type in the Job costing module 

to be consistent with Dbox multi comments.

MicrovellumImport.dll

6.4.34 02/13/2023 I2109322 Enhanced price update functionality to take the new Line Item Price Update 

preference into account.

POInvoice.dll

6.4.132 02/13/2023 I2207197 Added logic to prevent issues in case approval fails for whatever reason after 

the invoice is marked approved in the database but the rest of the approval 

logic did not complete.
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PurchaseOrder.dll

6.4.142 02/13/2023 I2209026 Add default true condition so empty lists do not return false as improper 

vendors

Receiving.dll

6.4.164 02/13/2023 I2208248 Corrected issue whereby two separate receipt for the same PO line are both 

returned on one VR and both also open up the PO qty.

ReleaseManager.exe

6.4.147 02/14/2023 I2211063 Release Manager has been modified to ensure that tickets returned to 

development are treated as completed when updating the Forecasted 

Release date.

RptDataCollection.dll

6.4.82 01/11/2023 I2211300 Adjust BOM Status temp table to no longer reference inventory in 

non-materrial locations

SalesOrder.dll

6.4.238 12/06/2022 I2212065 Corrected issue with generation of work order whereby the sales order 

number does not properly flow to the work order when using flow key 

through.

6.4.239 02/13/2023 I2209043 The date created is now read from the database to track changes in a 

multi-user environment.

I2108209 Copying a sales order no longer maintains link to an original estimate, if there 

is one

Seradex.AddressSystem.dll

6.4.10 12/06/2022 I2212078 Ensure the Prospect Name is displayed correctly in the Account combo.

6.4.11 02/13/2023 I2209041 Rebuild for Prospect Import.

Seradex.AppBox.exe

6.4.19 02/13/2023 I2209043 Updated the logic ensuring that the system will now allow multiple instances 

of the same module to be open in AppBox.

Seradex.Aspose.dll

6.4.3 02/13/2023 I2211289 Modified the references to Aspose.Cells to use nuget Package reference 

directly from Nuget instead of a local dll references
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Seradex.BaseSystem.dll

6.4.57 12/21/2022 I2212215 Ensure that the correct custom reports CustomExe record is determined 

when the form's OwnerType and ModuleName are not the same.

6.4.58 02/13/2023 I2203293 Added extension method to determine if a column's datatype is an integer or 

non-integer number.

I2002283 Add ReadOnly and Hidden properties to the sxTag class to promote 

persistance of Advanced Security settings.

I2209252 Added internal methods to encapsulate common functionality for use 

elsewhere in the system.

Seradex.CommonServices.dll

6.4.76 12/09/2022 I2212136 Genkey incorrectly reports a lockout when a shipment is being used to 

generate a second or subsequent invoice for its related sales order and the 

SalesOrderNo is being used as the FlowKey.

6.4.77 12/22/2022 I2212209 Addressed an issue with interpreting activation codes on systems that use do 

not use the latin based code page 1252 for the system locale for non-unicode 

programs.

6.4.78 02/13/2023 I2212094 Added the ability to simplify freight details if preferred, treating all freight 

details as miscellaneous.

I2202256 Added new UOM function call which leverages the core table function.

I2209043 Added a new validation ensuring that the system will not save the transaction 

if the selected transaction modified date is different from the data modified 

date.

I2109322 Added handling for the new Line Item Price Update preference.

I2206114 Add functionality to gather OwnerSubTypes.

I2209091 New Function for Transaction Log

I2112172 When a search is part of multiple search modules for different employee 

groups, and an employee is part of multiple employee groups, the search will 

no longer appear multiple times.

I2103188 Modified to be able to map one source field to more than one destination field 

when using the EDI file import functionality.

Seradex.Connection.dll

6.4.50 02/13/2023 I2210049 Created a new create temp table function ensuring the system doesn't use 

the connection variable to begin transaction.  Also includes minor 

adjustments to some messages displayed when connection issues are 

encountered.

I2210111 Added a new function to create temp table without using the connection 

object begin transaction.

Seradex.Dbox.dll
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6.4.38 01/16/2023 I2210060 DBOX will no longer let you register Customer (Contact) users if they are 

linked to more than one active Customer. If a user somehow gets linked to 

multiple Customers after their account is created it will not let them login and 

tell them why.

I2210033 Corrected an issue where filtering a search would fail for columns that don't 

have an Alias.

I2209056 Documents uploaded to Amazon will now have any spaces in the file names 

replaced with the HTTP encoding for a space character "%20". This fixes an 

edge case for files that are uploaded that have a trailing or leading space in 

the file name.

I2208184 DBOX will now check the SOStatus of a Sales Order to determine if it can be 

modified.

I2209288 Fixed an issue where the CoreAPI would not accept Gzip compressed 

requests for the configurator. 

Fixed an issue where the CoreAPI would error instead of using the default 

value when a null value was sent to a non-nullable field in the Json of a 

request.

I2205261 Fixed an issue where DBOX would not re-calculate the pricing for sell items 

on a quote or order when the header was changed even when the 

"Reconfigure On Header Changes" option is enabled.

I2212226 Fixed an issue causing Orderstream to be unable to communicate with 

DBOX on the DBOX Login tabs in Employee/Contact/Sales Rep 

Maintenance pages.

I2212264 Modified the configurator API to evaluate query controlled properties setup 

with no where clauses as valid.

I2210220 Added an AlwaysShowItemSelector option to the Application Settings for 

DBOX to opt-in to the ability to always have the add item/configure an item 

menu expanded/visible.

I2211233 Fixed an issue where DBOX was assuming all Configurators had at least one 

Configurator Group.

Fixed a null reference issue in the Data Import logic for the Configurator.

I2301033 Corrected and issue where editing a stock item price or creating an estimate 

revision in Dbox throws the error: error,Object reference not set to an 

instance of an object

I2201010 When the user clicks the back button in the Sell Items page (not the browser 

back button,the one in the webpage). If the estimate/sales order has no lines 

it will delete the estimate/sales order.

6.4.39 01/20/2023 I2301060 Reduced the size of the data returned for the Display Category management 

page by 95% to help fix an issue with data being too large for the browser 

and API to handle.

I2301267 Fixed an issue causing the forgot password tokens to be unable to be 

validated, getting the user stuck in a loop of receiving invalid reset password 

tokens.

I2301184 Fixed an issue where the code was incorrectly reading two different version 

numbers causing login issues if the version numbers were mismatched.

I2301174 Fixed an issue where the code was assuming all invoice details must have an 

Item.

Seradex.EstimateSystem.dll
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6.4.28 12/15/2022 I2212097 Added safety code to clear and rebind the CustAcctSet combo on reload 

after the Configurator form closes.

6.4.29 02/13/2023 I2212082 Corrected the logic calculating DiscountAmt to use ListPrice rather than 

UnitPrice.

I2209043 The date created is now read from the database to track changes in a 

multi-user environment.

I2210155 Corrected an issue when editing a transaction line item component in item 

editor.  Returning to the transaction throws an exception on the 

RetailDiscountAmt field in Estimating and Sales Order transaction modules.

I2212198 Corrected an issue that returned the customers account set instead of the 

account set on the estimate to an existing estimate transaction

Seradex.Financials.FinancialsSystem.dll

6.4.128 02/13/2023 I2206219 Adjusted to hide inactive Customers from most financial forms, the deposit 

will still show them if there is a balance owing still.

I2104264 Altered Telpay and other CAD based imports to catch missing bank routing 

information on a vendor and inform the user and abort the file generation.

I2212033 Corrected issue if the online tax system had the right group and rate but two 

or more Invoice details had a small adjustment required for the tax amount.

I2210072 If the detail tax amount requires an update when approving a non credit 

invoice for online tax and the sales order line is for the invoice amount, 

update the sales order detail tax to match.

Seradex.Financials.TransactionPosting.dll

6.4.2 02/13/2023 I2209091 Added function to validate fiscal dates

I2202256 Added support for Receiving/Vendor returns GL Posting.

Seradex.Infragistics.dll

6.4.59 02/13/2023 I2209212 Added support to loop through a grid in DataEntryValidation if that grid has 

been changed.

I2210141 Increase the minimum width of the sxGrid control row headers to 

accommodate orders up to 9999 lines.

I2106307 Columns that are hidden through Advanced Security will no longer be 

available to select in the Edit Column Layout grid dialog.

I2002283 Add a grid level locking method to lock/unlock columns appropriately.

I2203293 The Up and Down arrow keys will no longer modify the number value when 

editing a numeric cell. Enter will now move vertically within the grid. 

Navigating to a checkbox using the arrow keys will now allow spacebar to 

toggle the checkbox.

I2211002 Corrected issue with Advanced security whereby subsequent checks for 

secured controls for the same form and module was gathering the list of 

controls from the database when it already had it.

Seradex.Inventory.Adjustment.dll
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6.4.6 12/07/2022 I2212100 Ensure multiple inventory detail records for a Consignment Transfer are 

handled correctly.

6.4.7 02/13/2023 I2202256 Removed call to Com based auto posting as consignment adjustments now 

use the new Auto posting.

Seradex.Inventory.dll

6.4.41 02/13/2023 I2202256 Updated to support receiving inventory update and ensured GL account 

functions and relieving negative/evaporate from a batch works.

I2209091 Added logic to obtain qty on hand for an item/location combination

I2206114 Add function to get Service Order Material lot-serial inventory records.

Seradex.Inventory.Transfer.dll

6.4.5 02/13/2023 I2202256 Added Support for ERP Anywhere to generate consignment receipts

Seradex.InvoiceSystem.dll

6.4.31 12/15/2022 I2209195 Modified to ensure that the unit discount amounts are properly rounded when 

generating an invoice from shipping.

6.4.32 02/13/2023 I2212195 Modified to ensure that the unit discount amounts are properly rounded when 

generating an invoice from salesorder.

I2211162 Logic was added to permit the TotalTaxes of a miscellaneous Shipping line 

to be NULL when creating an invoice from the shipment.

I2209212 Added support to loop through a grid in DataEntryValidation if that grid has 

been changed.

I2301186 Corrected issue whereby deposit invoice/Job billiing items were added to 

invoices driving the invoice negative and not being adjusted to bring the total 

invoice to zero.

I2212296 Modified to ensure that previous allocations are removed when an item is 

changed on a line.

Seradex.Library.dll

6.4.28 02/13/2023 I2202256 Added Consignment Inventory to Location Objects

I2111152 Modified to support Integration Manager importing scrap percent with the bill 

of materials.

Seradex.OrderEntry.dll

6.4.21 02/13/2023 I2108104 Removed some unused SpecBuilder Objects in the Order System.

Seradex.OrderEntryLibrary.dll

6.4.31 02/13/2023 I2109322 Overhauled the sales side price update functionality to be more consistent 

with the intended behaviour.
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6.4.31 02/13/2023 I2210185 Implemented support for enabling the web configurator menu item for Dbox 

clients with advance configurator license and 3DConfig enabled in Order 

Stream

I2212195 Modified to ensure that the correct rounding units are always used when 

calculating line discounts.

I2212243 Altered item selection to not override the detail due date with the header 

unless application prefernce control logic calculates the date.

Seradex.ProductConfigurator.dll

6.4.13 02/13/2023 I2209085 A one-time re-processing of a processed line item configuration is now forced 

after checking for expected BOMs that do not exist

I2211289 Modified the references to Aspose.Cells to use nuget Package reference 

directly from Nuget instead of a local dll references

I2209161 As a second layer to ensure that the BOMs are created, or at least to bring 

the user's attention to this, auto processor will now check for empty bill of 

materials after each processing, and send an email out when there is no 

BOM after processing.  

A one-time re-processing of the line is forced to ensure the BOMs are 

created.

I2108104 Converted the use of the old spec builder to the new spec builder in the .Net 

configurator and order entry systems

Seradex.Production.DataCollection.dll

6.4.65 02/13/2023 I2209184 Modified some of the queries that updates the loading data to significantly 

improve the speed of the loading process.

I2210049 Adjusted the creation temp table call to use the new temp table creation 

function.

I2210158 When completing work orders from Shop floor, when using a new container, 

the newly generated container number is not set for the next completion.

I2206263 Modified to add the necessary logic to implement a new search tab on the 

main SFE form to display custom searches.

I2211041 Modified a temp table's schema to handle a larger NextIDs value to prevent 

failures for unusually large labour schedules.

Seradex.Production.Scheduling.dll

6.4.88 02/13/2023 I2209131 Modified to treat operations that have no duration as having a one minute 

setup time to allow them to be included so they can be scheduled.

Seradex.Production.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.42 02/13/2023 I2205308 Added validation to prevent creating a second WO line for a related SO line 

when the MatReqMultipleWOLineOneSoLine application preference is not 

enabled.

I2205253 Modified to add the required logic for the new .NET "Work Order Generator".

I2209016 Optimized the logic ensuring that the required time is reduced when loading 

and saving a work order transaction document.
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6.4.42 02/13/2023 I2301200 Corrected issue whereby Personal keys were not working.

I2209043 The date created and modified are now read from the database to track 

changes in a multi-user environment.

Seradex.Purchasing.dll

6.4.36 02/13/2023 I2301200 Corrected issue whereby Personal keys were not working.

I2301137 Corrected issue where copying a PO does not respect the divisional genkey.

I2209212 Added support to loop through a grid in DataEntryValidation if that grid has 

been changed.

I2005137 Adjusted PO to only allow negative unit prices on non tracked items and 

added logic to receipt to ensure negative tracked costed items if they happen 

to be on a PO to land at $0

I2209091 Updated logic to calculate PO header and detail status

Seradex.Purchasing.ReceivingSystem.dll

6.4.37 02/13/2023 I2209091 Updated Receiving approval logic to not rely on the Com receiving dll

I2201199 Ensure receipts against customers will ensure the cost is zero when 

inventory is updated.

I2103188 Modified to be able to default the quantity received to one for serial items 

when no EDI mapping is specified for that field in the setup.  Also, added 

logic to fail the import if the imported serial numbers already exist in the 

system.

I2206114 Add handling of new Creator fields.

I2005137 Adjusted PO to only allow negative unit prices on non tracked items and 

added logic to receipt to ensure negative tracked costed items if they happen 

to be on a PO to land at $0

I2208248 Corrected issue whereby two separate receipt for the same PO line are both 

returned on one VR and both also open up the PO qty.

I2202256 Updated to remove inventory logic from vb6 works.

I2209043 The date created and modified are now read from the database to track 

changes in a multi-user environment.

I2203127 Altered GL validation on receipt to check the related PO detail for the GL vs 

the category default for the logic to prevent AR,AP and Banking GL from 

being used.

I2212239 Added the feature that appropriately colors the receiving detail line for 

lot/serial tracked items in the receiving module.

Seradex.RestApi.dll

6.4.32 01/16/2023 I2301158 Added back the token_type property to the authentication token.

I2212226 Fixed an issue causing Orderstream to be unable to communicate with 

DBOX on the DBOX Login tabs in Employee/Contact/Sales Rep 

Maintenance pages.

6.4.33 01/20/2023 I2301267 Fixed an issue causing the forgot password tokens to be unable to be 

validated, getting the user stuck in a loop of receiving invalid reset password 

tokens.
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6.4.33 01/20/2023 I2301060 Reduced the size of the data returned for the Display Category management 

page by 95% to help fix an issue with data being too large for the browser 

and API to handle.

I2301174 Fixed an issue where the code was assuming all invoice details must have an 

Item.

Seradex.SalesOrderSystem.dll

6.4.36 12/22/2022 I2212233 When using MultiShip, the details will now be saved with the header 

CustomerShipToID and ShipTermID by default.

6.4.37 12/22/2022 I2212233 Set the Ship Terms and Ship Via of new details to the corresponding header 

values.

6.4.38 01/09/2023 I2301083 When copying a sales order, ensure the commissions are not duplicated.

6.4.39 01/16/2023 I2301200 Corrected issue whereby Personal keys were not working.

6.4.40 02/13/2023 I2212268 Improved the usability of the interaction between the header and detail Ship 

To fields.

I2209043 The date created and modified are now read from the database to track 

changes in a multi-user environment.

I2212082 Corrected the logic calculating DiscountAmt to use ListPrice rather than 

UnitPrice.

I2210155 Corrected an issue when editing a transaction line item component in item 

editor.  Returning to the transaction throws an exception on the 

RetailDiscountAmt field in Estimating and Sales Order transaction modules.

I2104094 Added a validation step to warn users if - when MultiShip is enabled and the 

Options prompt is set - the related open shipment's line's CustomerShipTo 

values are different from the sales order's line's CustomerShipTo values.

Seradex.Search.dll

6.4.90 02/13/2023 I2201134 Search links on the search links setup form will now be sorted by the saved 

display order.

I2211005 Populate show summary checkbox correctly when loading a saved search

I2209252 Altered to ensure that when used by the designers, SQLBuildActions are only 

run when needed.

Seradex.ServiceOrderSystem.dll

6.4.10 02/13/2023 I2206114 Add handling of the new Creator fields for Receipt generation.

I2209212 Added support to loop through a grid in DataEntryValidation if that grid has 

been changed.

Seradex.Shipping.dll

6.4.23 02/13/2023 I2111197 Can no longer generate shipments from blank orders

I2211003 Altered the Ship all available logic so non stock items only see inventory that 

is available for the sales order line (or allocated to the shipping detail 

already).

I2210100 Improved performance loading and deleting large shipments as well as 

creating a new shipment from a large sales order.
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6.4.23 02/13/2023 I2109088 Prevent users from saving if the shipment ended up approved or inventory 

updated by another session between loading and saving.

I2211002 Reduced the number of times secured controls is evaluated when performing 

actions such as ship all and ship all available.

I2209043 The date created and modified are now read from the database to track 

changes in a multi-user environment.

I2212094 Added the ability to simplify freight details if preferred, treating all freight 

details as miscellaneous.

Seradex.SpecBuilder.dll

6.4.8 01/13/2023 I2301101 Improved the speed of the validation logic in spec builder for large boms.

Seradex.SQLBuildActions.dll

6.4.1 02/13/2023 I2212164 Modified to eliminate a connection issue when the client's setup does not 

have an entry for the default runtime engine.

I2209252 Altered to ensure that any temp tables that are created are kept alive as long 

as needed and cleaned up after.  Addressed issues with the 

"buildtmpitemspecbomtables.net" and "buildtempitembomtables.net" actions.

Seradex.Strings.dll

6.4.51 02/13/2023 I2212094 Added the ability to simplify freight details if preferred, treating all freight 

details as miscellaneous.

I2109322 Added a new Application Preference option, Line Item Price Update.

I2206114 Add constant values for the new OwnerSubTypes.

Seradex.UserDefined.dll

6.4.16 02/13/2023 I2209139 Corrected an issue where the user-defined columns will error when saving a 

blank value.

I1805105 Added support for numeric-only text box user-defined property.

I2210071 Fix deleting the last remaining UserDefined

Seradex.Utilities.IntegrationMgrSystem.dll

6.4.28 02/13/2023 I2111152 Modified to support importing scrap percent with the bill of materials.

I2212195 Modified to ensure that the correct rounding units are always used when 

calculating line discounts.

Seradex.Utilities.OrderImport.dll

6.4.32 02/13/2023 I2211084 Ensure that determining the detail ShipTo through EDI using the ShipToCode 

matches correctly on the related customer.
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Seradex.Win.AccountMergePurge.dll

6.4.11 02/13/2023 I2111055 Improved the performance of the matching algorithm and added logic to 

reduce false positives.  Also corrected issues in the Matching form itself such 

as correcting launching CRM for propsects/suspects and issues related to 

addresses with missing state prov data and moving certain address fields 

from the left to the right.

Seradex.Win.BatchProcessor.dll

6.4.21 02/13/2023 I2210111 Adjusted the Advanced Sales Order Generation temp table creation logic to 

use the new SQL begin create temp table logic.

Seradex.Win.ConcurrentItemLookup.dll

6.4.9 02/13/2023 I2210106 Prevent adding non-digits to quantity box

Seradex.Win.Controls.dll

6.4.35 12/06/2022 I2212078 Ensure the Prospect Name is displayed correctly in the Account combo.

6.4.36 02/13/2023 I2209026 Allow selection of vendor with arrow keys for PO and set focus to vendor 

name on add

Seradex.Win.Estimate.dll

6.4.44 12/14/2022 I2210070 Corrected an issue where importing Microvellum data is not importing items 

correctly. The VB6 Microvellum import will now launch correctly from .Net 

Estimate.

6.4.45 12/15/2022 I2212097 Added safety code to clear and rebind the CustAcctSet combo on reload 

after the Configurator form closes.

6.4.46 02/13/2023 I2212198 Enabled the Save button to allow saving when a customer account set is 

changed in the estimate form.

I2212195 Modified to ensure that the correct rounding units are always used when 

calculating line discounts.

I2212137 Improve consistency of ActivityLog interop file usage.

I2002283 Use new grid locking features to allow columns to be unlocked when 

approved using Advanced Security.

I2209231 Ensure an account is selected prior to selecting items. Ensure an active 

detail is selected when attempting to perform context menu actions.

I2210057 Modified to correct a problem when reloading the ItemNo combo on the 

Estimate main grid.

I2108209 Estimate now prompts if you are sure you wish to copy

I2209043 Added a new validation ensuring that the system will not save the transaction 

if the selected transaction modified date is different from the data modified 

date.

I2109322 Enhanced price update functionality to take the new Line Item Price Update 

preference into account.

I2107256 Add 'On Hold' textbox to .Net estimate
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6.4.46 02/13/2023 I2201181 When a customer or prospect is selected, users will now be notified if an 

inactive sales rep is assigned.

Seradex.Win.Financials.dll

6.4.126 02/13/2023 I2104264 Altered Telpay and other CAD based imports to catch missing bank routing 

information on a vendor and inform the user and abort the file generation.

I2206219 Adjusted to hide inactive Customers from most financial forms, the deposit 

will still show them if there is a balance owing still.

Seradex.Win.IntegrationManager.dll

6.4.19 02/13/2023 I2210028 Corrected an issue where the system will error out when launching the 

"Transaction BOM Import" from Sales Order or Estimate.

Seradex.Win.InventoryCosting.dll

6.4.9 02/13/2023 I2209203 Added Lot Serial No to Cost tracker.

Seradex.Win.InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.32 02/13/2023 I2209108 No longer hide columns such as user defined upon initial load and prevent 

issues if transfer generator is reached from work order.

Seradex.Win.Invoice.dll

6.4.55 02/13/2023 I2209043 Added a new validation ensuring that the system will not save the transaction 

if the selected transaction modified date is different from the data modified 

date.

I2209212 Added support to loop through a grid in DataEntryValidation if that grid has 

been changed.

I2109322 Enhanced price update functionality to take the new Line Item Price Update 

preference into account.

I2002283 Use new grid locking features to allow columns to be unlocked when 

approved using Advanced Security.

I2212195 Modified to ensure that the correct rounding units are always used when 

calculating line discounts.

Seradex.Win.OrderEntryFormLibrary.dll

6.4.5 02/13/2023 I2210185 Implemented support for enabling the web configurator menu item for Dbox 

clients with advance configurator license and 3DConfig enabled in Order 

Stream

Seradex.Win.ProspectImport.dll
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6.4.23 02/13/2023 I2111055 Improved the performance of the matching algorithm and added logic to 

reduce false positives.  Also corrected issues in the Matching form itself such 

as correcting launching CRM for propsects/suspects and issues related to 

addresses with missing state prov data and moving certain address fields 

from the left to the right.

I2209041 Corrected an issue where the system is failing to gather and process the 

data correctly.

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll

6.4.63 12/06/2022 I2212036 Addressed an issue with MRP by Location that prevented it from creating 

transfers.

6.4.64 12/12/2022 I2212092 The logical test will be relaxed to allow the attempt to populate the 

OwnerLineNo line combo if the existing ownership information is incomplete.

Validation was added to the save routine to prevent PO lines with header 

ownership but missing line ownership from being saved.

6.4.65 02/13/2023 I2212137 Improve consistency of ActivityLog interop file usage.

I2301041 Corrected issue whereby a unit discount amount was limited to 2 decimals 

regardless of the rounding units.

I2212220 On selection of the vendor in the PO form, ensure the vendor's ShipTerms 

are loaded into the Ship Term combo.

I2002283 Use new grid locking features to allow columns to be unlocked when 

approved using Advanced Security.

I2210200 Made the SearchTab and MsgCentre automatic filtering consistent by 

applying the latter logic to the former control for the Purchasing and 

Receiving forms.

I2209026 Allow selection of vendor with arrow keys for PO and set focus to vendor 

name on add

I2209212 Added support to loop through a grid in DataEntryValidation if that grid has 

been changed.

I2209043 Added a new validation ensuring that the system will not save the transaction 

if the selected transaction modified date is different from the data modified 

date.

I2005137 Adjusted PO to only allow negative unit prices on non tracked items and 

added logic to receipt to ensure negative tracked costed items if they happen 

to be on a PO to land at $0.

I2210046 Remove StatusCode from cboStatus if it is not assocaited with a PO Status

I2209139 The purchase order details grid has been updated to expand support for user 

defined values.

I2301200 Corrected issue whereby Personal keys were not working.

I2301137 Corrected issue where copying a PO does not respect the divisional genkey.

I2302060 Prevent Facility detail location defaulting when the PO Ship To is either 

Vendor or Customer.

Seradex.Win.QuickConfigurator.dll

6.4.34 02/13/2023 I2210028 Corrected an issue where the field index for a product line is not been 

calculated correctly when the index does not start with a zero.
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Seradex.Win.Receiving.dll

6.4.56 02/13/2023 I2209043 Added a new validation ensuring that the system will not save the transaction 

if the selected transaction modified date is different from the data modified 

date.

I2209091 Updated Receiving approval logic to not rely on the Com receiving dll

I2103188 Modified to be able to specify and read multiple destination fields from the 

EDIElements table so that one source field can be mapped to more than one 

destination field.

I2206114 Add handling of new Creator fields on generation from SVO.

I2210200 Made the SearchTab and MsgCentre automatic filtering consistent by 

applying the latter logic to the former control for the Purchasing and 

Receiving forms.

I2002283 Use new grid locking features to allow columns to be unlocked when 

approved using Advanced Security.

I2209107 Added Container Management option to the tools menu of Receiving.

I2301013 The Receiving line > Inventory Details form will no longer assume that the 

quantity received is an Integer value.

I2212137 Improve consistency of ActivityLog interop file usage.

I2212239 Added the feature that appropriately colors the receiving detail line for 

lot/serial tracked items in the receiving module.

Seradex.Win.SalesOrder.dll

6.4.49 12/22/2022 I2212233 Set the Ship Terms and Ship Via of lines without items when the 

corresponding header value has been changed.

6.4.50 01/16/2023 I2301200 Corrected issue whereby Personal keys were not working.

6.4.51 02/13/2023 I2212232 Adjusted sales order to load the initial sales order form in a more timely 

manner as well as loading of the sales order document.

I2212268 Improved the usability of the interaction between the header and detail Ship 

To fields.

I2301278 Corrected issue where Customer account set was not being saved with the 

sales order if the order has a default header location.

I2212195 Modified to ensure that the correct rounding units are always used when 

calculating line discounts.

I2212137 Improve consistency of ActivityLog interop file usage.

I2212048 A redundant button to access the Transaction Commissions form was added 

to the SalesOrder form, in the Additional tab.

I2211231 A redundant button to access the Transaction Commissions form was added 

to the SalesOrder form, in the Additional tab.

I2209015 Changing the price list code will now also update the subtotal and other total 

information.

I2002283 Use new grid locking features to allow columns to be unlocked when 

approved using Advanced Security.

I2210159 Added functionality to set the "Changed" flag for the SalesOrder form if line 

taxes are modified.

I2201181 When a customer or prospect is selected, users will now be notified if an 

inactive sales rep is assigned.

I2109322 Enhanced price update functionality to take the new Line Item Price Update 

preference into account.
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6.4.51 02/13/2023 I2209043 Added a new validation ensuring that the system will not save the transaction 

if the selected transaction modified date is different from the data modified 

date.

I2209212 Added support to loop through a grid in DataEntryValidation if that grid has 

been changed.

I2209231 Ensure a customer is selected prior to selecting items. Ensure an active 

detail is selected when attempting to perform context menu actions.

Seradex.Win.Scheduling.Finite.dll

6.4.35 02/13/2023 I2206263 Modified to add the ability to move multiple lines at once on the detail tab of 

the Scheduling main user interface. 

Also to be able to set the Locked status of multiple lines at once.

Seradex.Win.Search.dll

6.4.101 02/13/2023 I2208080 Adjusted Global Grid settings to allow users to specify font's to be able to 

adjust the appearance of searches by employee.

I2209252 Altered to ensure that when used by the designers, SQLBuildActions are only 

run when needed.

I2209062 Allow Opportunities to have its own set of Searches.

I2201134 Search links on the search links setup form will now be sorted by the saved 

display order.

I2209141 Corrected an issue where the system will error when attempting to save a 

search base query with a blank SQL Build Action.

Seradex.Win.ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.15 02/13/2023 I2206114 Add handling of the new Creator fields for Receipt generation.

I2209212 Added support to loop through a grid in DataEntryValidation if that grid has 

been changed.

I2209043 Added a new validation ensuring that the system will not save the transaction 

if the selected transaction modified date is different from the data modified 

date.

I2212137 Improve consistency of ActivityLog interop file usage.

Seradex.Win.Shipping.dll

6.4.44 02/13/2023 I2212094 Added the ability to simplify freight details if preferred, treating all freight 

details as miscellaneous.

I2002283 Use new grid locking features to allow columns to be unlocked when 

approved using Advanced Security.

I2211002 Reduced the number of times secured controls is evaluated when performing 

actions such as ship all and ship all available.

I2210100 Improved performance loading and deleting large shipments as well as 

creating a new shipment from a large sales order.

I2211003 Altered the Ship all available logic so non stock items only see inventory that 

is available for the sales order line (or allocated to the shipping detail 

already).
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6.4.44 02/13/2023 I2209043 Added a new validation ensuring that the system will not save the transaction 

if the selected transaction modified date is different from the data modified 

date.

I2208018 Correct issue where Qty shipped, if a decimal, would fill in incorrectly as 0 on 

the inventory allocation form

I2212141 Invoice combo will remain active in all cases, allowing multiple invoices 

related to a single approved shipment to all be visible.

Seradex.Win.ShopFloorExecution.dll

6.4.62 02/13/2023 I2301153 Ensured dynamic controls were removed when Shop floor closes as well as 

ensure Editable qty fields show work order rounding units plus those not 

editable but WO related as using rounding units.

I2209184 Modified the logic behind the employee selection on the main SFE user 

interface to avoid the automatic loading of the data when retrieving the last 

saved cell since the employee selection action already handles the loading.

I2206263 Modified to add a new search tab on the main SFE form to display custom 

searches.

Seradex.Win.WorkFlow.dll

6.4.13 02/13/2023 I2110167 The keyboard shortcut Ctrl + C will no longer close the Work Flow Setup 

form. The shortcut Ctrl + U has been added in its place.

Seradex.Win.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.42 02/13/2023 I2206185 Added Ctrl + E functionality to update all work order lines' EMA Date to the 

selected line's EMA Date.

I2209043 Added a new validation ensuring that the system will not save the transaction 

if the selected transaction modified date is different from the data modified 

date.

I2205253 Modified to add a new user screen for the .NET "Work Order Generator" 

based on the Search control.

I2209016 Optimized the logic ensuring that the required time is reduced when loading 

and saving a work order transaction document.

I2112031 Added logic to lock down form interaction when loading a selected 

transaction document.

I2209220 Add Completed and Open to view filters for work orders

I2002283 Use new grid locking features to allow columns to be unlocked when 

approved using Advanced Security.

I2301200 Corrected issue whereby Personal keys were not working.

ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.79 02/13/2023 I2206114 Allow the ServiceOrderMaterialID and OwnerSubType to be pushed to 

receiving on generation.
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Shipping.dll

6.4.176 02/13/2023 I2212094 Added the ability to simplify freight details if preferred, treating all freight 

details as miscellaneous.

I2209043 The date created and modified are now read from the database to track 

changes in a multi-user environment.

sxEDIBridge.dll

6.4.62 12/20/2022 I2212140 Ensure that Config properties get transferred for non-regular Product Lines.

6.4.63 01/19/2023 I2212237 Modified to only use the Reconfigure option to process all bill of materials, 

and never to use the external auto processor to avoid collisions and 

unexpected temp table drop

6.4.64 02/13/2023 I2211064 Corrected issue whereby detail level ship to's being used on order lines, if 

they have tax groups the order detail did not use them.

I2209190 Load Customers combo on form load without needing to click and unclick AP

I2109322 Enhanced price update functionality to take the new Line Item Price Update 

preference into account.

sxMaintenance.dll

6.4.151 02/13/2023 I2108105 When the employee setup form is opened from a search for a supervisor, the 

supervisor tab will now be visible.

I2206144 Modified the Contact Maintenance user interface to give the user  the ability 

to create the contact link for the specified account when receiving the 

duplicate email validation message upon saving if the screen was launched 

from a transactional module.

I2210008 Display not activated message for facilities module if license not activated

I2211232 Fixed minor spelling errors in option text

sxMaintenanceControls.ocx

6.4.41 02/13/2023 I2211232 Fixed minor spelling errors in option text

I2212094 Added a new application preference (Sales > Treat All Freight Details As 

Miscellaneous) and rearranged the Sales tab.

I2209179 Implement a new Sales preference to choose Aspose over Excel when 

pricing line items

I2109322 Added a new Application Preference option, Line Item Price Update.

sxProfile.dll

6.4.28 02/13/2023 I2209235 Fix issue loading users from sxRuntime.mdb

sxRuntimeSchedule.xlsm

6.4.0 02/13/2023 I2211041 Modified to work with sxSystem.
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sxTaxes.dll

6.4.42 02/13/2023 I2210037 Corrected issue where the feature used by online tax to consolidate into one 

tax authority does not work if the header tax of the document itself is a non 

nexus tax group.

sxUserDefineds.ocx

6.4.48 02/13/2023 I1805105 Added support for numeric-only text box user-defined property.

WOGenerator.dll

6.4.45 02/13/2023 I2205253 Modified to add the call to the new .NET "Work Order Generator" interface.

WorkOrder.dll

6.4.220 12/06/2022 I2212067 Modified to correct a recently introduced problem with the work order 

completion screen where comma separated values in the "Quantity to 

Inventory" column were not properly interpreted during completion.

6.4.221 02/13/2023 I2209043 The date created and modified are now read from the database to track 

changes in a multi-user environment.

I2210058 Alow sorting on the top grid of WorkOrderCompletion by clicking headers

I2204200 Modified to cascade the changes made via the "BOM Batch Change" to the 

related sub work orders.

I2210158 When completing work orders from Shop floor, when using a new container, 

the newly generated container number is not set for the next completion.

I2208308 Modified the scheduled finish date calculation to ignore completed operations 

and handle non-tracked operations to ensure it gives current, accurate 

results.  Modified the Actual finish date to no longer display a value when the 

work order is only partly completed.

I2209220 Add Completed and Open to view filters for work orders

I2302055 The Work Order module was modified to correct an issue where the Batch 

Processor was not able to report on work order completion failures.   A 

missing field in the error table that is used for this purpose was causing the 

problem.

I2205253 Modified to add the ability to copy storage documents from external modules 

and also to disable some genkey features when using the procedure that 

generate work orders using temporary tables.
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